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Formative feedback 
  
Student name  Linda Mayoux  Student number   509455 

Course/Module  Book Design 1 Assignment number   Four 
 
 
Overall Comments 
 
Overall your response to the Materials and processes part of the course has 
been very good, demonstrating an experimental approach to media, and a 
synthesis of your visual approach with wider interests in human rights and 
interactivity.  
 
Project: Paper 
Your research into the history of paper, overview of paper types and quality, 
and the production of paper were very thorough, especially in looking at it 
from a global perspective. You may want to see this section of your blog as a 
resource you can refer back to in future projects. The project really came to 
life when you moved from desk based research to hands-on research. Your 
accidents with the OHP paper opened the door to a much more experimental 
process of testing the limits of these materials and through the process, 
generated some very interesting visual results. Equally, your reflections on 
paper opened up some interesting lines of enquiry. It would be good to aim for 
this kind of balance between your desk and hands-on research for future 
projects, in the sense of making work, then contextualising it, or using your 
desk-research as a starting point for hands-on experiments.  
 
Project: Managing colour 
Your research into colour was very thorough and interesting, picking up on the 
history of pigments and their material origins. Again, there’s a global 
dimension to your enquiry which very much fits with your experiences and 
interests. Locating your book design through the kinds of materials you are 
using or referencing is something you can really play with. 
 
Your narrative sequence on the theme of ‘Identity’ was very good and showed 
an excellent development process through your mind-maps, thumbnails and 
range of ideas. The photo booth images worked well as an idea. Perhaps it 
would have been worth to add these images to your increasingly experimental 
approach to see what happened, for example using the photos on OHP paper 
to play with the smudges, overlaps and other effects you’ve discovered. The 
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overlaid photos of you and your mother feel more experimental and suggest 
further exploration of how you develop this visual narrative within a book 
format – for example as a flick book or replicating the digital overlay in some 
physical way?   
 
Your set of digital images continued the sense of experimentation developed 
in your earlier research. I liked the more consciously digital feel of this work 
with the twisted vector designs being contrasted against graded backgrounds, 
repeated images, and digital distortion. The further you pushed your process, 
the further the designs morphed, the strong the work became. You may want 
to explore this further through ideas and techniques based around digital 
glitches: http://datamoshing.com/tag/jpg/ - glitching jpgs directly via 
manipulating their code: https://snorpey.github.io/jpg-glitch/ - doing the same 
thing but via this online software 
or researching glitch art more generally 
 
Project: The printing process 
I’m aware that you’ve not had time to pick up this project substantially. Given 
the thoroughness of your first project, I suggest you take a slightly different 
approach, if you do get time, by looking in depth into one or two aspects of the 
subject. For example, rather than surveying printing as a whole, base your 
research on one visit or focus on one or two forms of binding that you can link 
back to your visual research in some way. 
 
Project: Alternative approaches 
Your list of alternative book binding approaches is a good starting point. 
Following on from your links to artist books, maybe this is an opportunity to 
engage with hands-on as well as desk research, to find other ways of pulling a 
book together. 
 
Assessment potential  
 
I understand your aim is to go for the Visual Communications / Creative Arts 
Degree and that you plan to submit your work for assessment at the end of this 
course. From the work you have shown in this assignment, and providing you 
commit yourself to the course, I suggest that you are likely to be successful in the 
assessment. 
 
Feedback on assignment  
Creative and analytical thinking, Visual and Technical Skills 
 
Your Altered Book assignment brings together two elements of your practice – 
the visual qualities of your work so far on the course, including your 
illustrations, and a more interactive quality that ties into your work and 
commitment to human rights. Both elements have strengths and overall this 
project demonstrates detailed research, visual experimentation, and a 
potential way to synthesis these different elements of your practice. 
 
Visually, I think there’s some interesting use of collage as a way to bring your 
ideas together and to suggest some kind of disruption of the images you are 
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using. The colour and texture of this work is strong, especially when you’ve 
brought in some of your experimental material. 
The game element of your book was interesting and added an interactive 
element that fitted very well with the themes you were dealing with. Thinking 
about the book as a game, rather than a standard book might have changed 
the way you approached this project in the earlier stages of development. This 
might still be worth thinking about if you are interested in refining or simplifying 
the work. For example, trying to ensure that all the content is embedded with 
the game play itself.  
 
The visuals and game in tandem does reinforces the content of the piece, but 
perhaps it would be worth placing more emphasis on the game, so that the 
reflective effect you are after is revealed through the playing of it. Distilling 
your graphics into the fabric of the game will keep the synthesis of your two 
approaches going. These suggests should be seen in light of finishing the 
book for an audience, rather than a must-do for assessment.  
 
Sketchbooks  
Research and idea development, Context 
 
Drawing, thumbnails, collage, visual experimentation and referencing other 
artists are all evident in your sketchbooks.  
 
Learning Logs or Blogs / Critical essays  
Research and idea development, Context 
 
Your learning log is doing a very good job of documenting and narrating your 
project work.  
 
Suggested viewing/reading  
 
Following on from the themes of your game, you might want to look at Future 
Farmer’s They Rule project, which is an interactive game exploring the way 
US multi-nationals overlap. It’s not a book, but it does open up ways to think 
about how you construct narratives as a participant. 
http://www.theyrule.net/ 
 
In terms of collage, you might want to look at Winston Smith’s work which has 
a strong political edge: http://www.winstonsmith.com/ 
 
Pointers for the next assignment 
The final assignment invites you to focus in more depth on some of the 
subjects you have covered in this book design course, by creating a book and 
reflecting on your learning in your log. 
 
Tutor name:  Christian Lloyd 
Date  6 October 2016 
Next assignment due already submitted 
 


